flows, which are in essence enormous volcanic ash and pumice
avalanches which have a core temperature of over 500 degrees
celcius and can travel at 100 km/h or more. These pyroclastic
flows wiped out the occupants of both cities and destroyed
most of the upper stories of the red brick houses, but it did
preserve the wooden pieces such as the small carbonised cot
or cradle and the three legged table which are as definable
today as they were then, only slightly blacker and more fragile.
But what do these objects tell us about Herculaneum?
Each one has its own specific story to tell and provides an
insight into the lives of the families who possessed these
everyday objects, which seem so moving and extraordinary
to us now. First the wooden cot, found in the house of the
mosaic atrium, which is of a simple design and shows us
that Herculaneum was a place where families lived, not just
a holiday resort by the sea. Some young child must have
been sleeping when the deathly ash avalanches came swirling
in
and
pneumonoultramicroscopicsilicovolcanokoniosis
killed everyone, including the innocent child. The cot
is now of course empty, but looking at it the emptiness
tells its own story of the real child who once slept
there. It is a poignant reminder of lives lived and lost.
Herculaneum would have followed the usual city plan like our
own, with offices and theatres in the centre and suburbs all
around the edge. Per contra they would have had amphitheatres,
forums and market places; nevertheless they would have still
had suburban houses lining the centre and giving bulk to their
city. Many families would have lived there, so the finding of cots
is not unexpected. Many people forget that both Herculaneum
and Pompeii were populated by, in the day, perfectly ordinary
suburban people who survived day to day on fairly ordinary
jobs, from bakers and cleaners, to bankers and shop owners.
Normal people made up the bulk of the population so you
should not be surprised if you find more cots and beds than
you do statues of long-forgotton deities. This is proven by the
perfectly ordinary three legged table which is something that
equally a slave or a wealthy citizen could have around the house.
From that simple domestic item, we go to the bronze statue
of a woman from the Villa of Papyri, which is thought to be
where the father-in-law of Julius Caesar, Lucius Calpurnius
Piso Caesoninus, lived. Its survival proves to us that important
political figures, rich merchants and landowners all inhabited
the city of Herculaneum. This means that Herculaneum
and Pompeii must have been quite a significant province of
mighty Rome and for many politicians it would have been
paramount for their careers to be a leading and powerful
individual in those cities. To show their power to any guest
they may be having, they would adorn their houses with fine
(and expensive) statues of gods that were supposedly in their
favour. Romans often had small and quaint, to us, statues of
the household gods to protect their homes from bad spirits.
There is a strong sense of religious items and references in
all aspects of people’s lives, from tiny amulets to the more
impressive statues as shown here. In the end though, no
religious artefact was able to prevent the horror of the volcano.
Many slaves would have lived here too, which is sometimes
overlooked by the documentaries about the catastrophe,
and most middle class and upper class families would have
had one to twenty slaves to do domestic jobs. Some shops
that used slaves to help with production as shown in the
loaf of bread with the name Celer stamped on it, found in
the House of Stags. Upstairs in this house are the slaves’
rooms, with a separate wooden staircase leading to it, quite
like there is a servant’s staircase in many country homes in
England. Celer would have worked most probably in the
kitchen. The so-called soldiers’ tools found on the ancient

shoreline (when the volcano erupted the coastline was about
four hundred and fifty metres further in) also proves to us
that there were many slaves living and working in the area.
Thousands of artefacts have been recovered, but these
five provide a snapshot of the hopes and fears lived by
the citizens of Herculaneum, lives not unlike our own.

Sam Davies, Birkdale School

The main and fundamental impression that is given off by these
objects is the normality that seems to be staring us in the
face, an impression that gives us an idea of how those living in
Pompeii and Herculaneum behaved in both life and in the days
before their seemingly imminent death, being both exactly the
same, and the carbonised bread implicates this more than most.
What is at first noticeable about the loaf made by the slave
‘Celer’ is that it is divided into eight slices that could have been
easily torn apart by hand: adults, children and slaves alike could
have torn this without the use of a knife, providing a strong
sense of the communal with people tearing themselves and
each other a share of the bread. It is obvious that this bread
has been designed this way, to be torn among friends. What
is also interesting about this bread is the Romans’ recognition
for talent, and the fact that a slave has the right to stamp his
name on it and have the assurance that his bread will not be
claimed as his master’s work, certainly raises questions about
the priorities of Roman slave masters. It is possible that a good
slave who toils hard for success was worth being proud of as
a method of showing off to your friends. As demonstrated in
the modern day with the French, bread had the potential to
be an integral part of normal life, so allowing a slave to carry
out this precious task shows the trust that masters often had.
The tools from the soldier found by the shoreline, possibly
having been killed by Vesuvius’ blast, tell us about the usefulness
of soldiers as a public service in Roman times. These
tools would in no way be useful for fighting, but rather for
building houses, roads, ditches and fortifications. This would
indicate that Roman soldiers would spend just as much
energy in peacetime infrastructural service as in fighting off
barbarians. It seems to have been a very well rounded career.
Next we see a carbonised baby’s cradle, and what is immediately
obvious about it is the functionality of its design, and just how
similar it is to the design of a modern cradle; the curvature of
the bottom slats of wood shows a great deal of thought and
craftsmanship, as the working of as perfectly carved wood as
possible would have been time-consuming. This would push
up the price of the item considerably, meaning that such a
cradle, with a properly constructed bottom and sides that have
not fallen apart, would be used mainly by the wealthy. Others
may not have been able to afford the rocking function. This
also says something about parenting methods in Pompeii and
Herculaneum; in a time when infant mortality was roughly 30%,
keeping an heir child healthy and happy was very important as
they would go on to inherit the family fortune, thus the rocking
element. Viewing the Romans as great innovators, not even
getting a baby to go to sleep was too small a task to facilitate.
The carbonised table also shows great intricacy and
craftsmanship, but in a different way to that of the cradle: this
would not have been designed with complete functionality in
mind, but also with the splendour of the object being taken
into account. The baby would not have appreciated nor had
anybody around to appreciate any design intricacies of their
cradle. This shows how the Romans applauded functionality
as well as splendour (unless impressing your friends was
involved), as we have seen with the bread. This three legged
table would have been situated in the triclinium or dining
room with three ‘chaise-longue’ style couches; as well as
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